A top Southern chef offers a twist on one of the region’s classic foods in a salad and a casserole

The Meal: Mr. Poitras likes to showcase seasonal ingredients multiple times in a menu. The main course is a watermelon and tomato salad, a classic example of a Southern plate, before an结束语的 remarks about how you can find green tomatoes, celebrated for their succulence.

Kitchen Tip: Instead of draining fried chicken on brown paper bags or paper towels, Mr. Poitras recommends putting the excess fat to rest off the chicken and air-drying it under a pan on each side before serving.

Cuban Summer Cooler

Mr. Brophy writes, “and believe me, the next morning it is.”

There are few people in the world who have been to Tokyo, Japan, and don’t want to go back. The city is a unique blend of tradition and modernity, with a culture that is both ancient and forward-thinking. Whether you’re a sushi enthusiast, a lover of contemporary art, or simply looking for a place to relax and rejuvenate, Tokyo has something to offer everyone. In this article, we’ll take a closer look at some of the best things to do in Tokyo, including the city’s top attractions, its food scene, and its vibrant nightlife.

Tokyo is a city of contrasts. On one hand, there are modern skyscrapers and high-speed trains, while on the other hand, traditional temples and shrines dot the landscape. This blend of old and new is what makes Tokyo such an interesting and dynamic city to visit.

One of the most popular things to do in Tokyo is to visit the city’s many museums. The Tokyo National Museum has an extensive collection of Japanese art, while the Tokyo National Museum of Nature and Science is a great place to learn about Japan’s rich history and culture.

Tokyo is also a foodie’s paradise. From traditional Japanese dishes like sushi and ramen to more international fare, Tokyo has something for every palate. Make sure to try the city’s famous street food, like takoyaki and katsudon, as well as the delicious tempura and teppanyaki.

For nightlife, Tokyo has a thriving bar and club scene, with options for every taste. Whether you’re looking for a laid-back evening of cocktails or a night out on the town, Tokyo has you covered.

In summary, Tokyo is a city that is both old and new, traditional and modern, and always changing. It’s a place where you can find something to do no matter what time of day, no matter what your interests. Whether you’re a history buff, a foodie, or a nightlife enthusiast, Tokyo has something for you. So pack your bags and get ready to explore this incredible city!